Strength & Cardio Policies

Occupancy Capacity = room 330 (weights) = 100; room 320 (cardio) = 128; Max combined 228

1. EXERCISES THAT MAY ENDANGER YOU OR OTHER PARTICIPANTS ARE STRICTLY PROHIBITED.
2. Safe and proper use of equipment is required at all times. If you are unsure how to use a piece of equipment, please ask a staff member. PLEASE DO NOT DROP WEIGHTS.
3. Weight plates, dumbbells, and other equipment accessories must be returned to their proper location use. Please re-rack dumbbells in weight order.
4. All strength training equipment must stay in its original location; moving equipment is not permitted.
5. Collars must be used on bars at all times.
6. Abuse of property (slamming weight stacks, dropping weights to the floor, etc.) or verbal or physical abuse of participants or staff will not be tolerated. Violators may be asked to leave the facility immediately and are subject to the Recreational Sports participant disciplinary process.
7. Athletic shoes covering the entire foot must be worn at all times. Open-toed and open-heeled shoes and sandals are not permitted. Workout clothes that fully cover the chest must be worn. Shirts are required at all times. JEANS ARE NOT PERMITTED.
8. No food or beverage is permitted in the Strength and Cardio areas; ONLY WATER IN PLASTIC BOTTLES IS ALLOWED. NO GLASS.
9. Only authorized personnel of Campus Recreational Sports are allowed to provide personal training services in the Strength and Cardio areas.
10. Please leave personal belongings in lockers or on hooks. Personal belongings are not permitted beyond the Strength & Cardio desk or anywhere else in the Strength and Cardio areas. Campus Recreational Sports is not responsible for lost or stolen items.
11. All participants must enter/exit through designated areas.
12. Individuals without a valid Indiana University Bloomington student I.D. and under the age of 18 are not permitted in the Strength and Cardio areas.
13. Music Policy: The volume is to be set between 70 and 80 dB (determined by a decibel meter). Individuals may request that the volume be reduced, but not turned off. Music stations may be periodically changed throughout the day at participant request. Once a station is changed, however, it must remain on that station for at least 20 minutes.
14. For safety, maximal participant capacities have been established in accordance with local building codes and industry standards. Maximal participant capacity at the SRSC is 228. Recreational Sports personnel may limit access to Strength and Conditioning areas based on these limits.
15. Strollers are not permitted in the Strength and Cardio areas.
16. In the event of an injury/accident, contact a Recreational Sports staff member.